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Persona yosuke vs ryuji

P5 Skull P5 Manga P5 Anime Skull (Live Action) P5R P5S P5D PQ2 Skull (PQ2) Skull (Code) Vulgar BoyBlondie (from Morgana)Vulgar Former Teammates)The Obnoxious Blond One (from Okuma)Sprintmaster Sakamoto (from his former teammates)Ryuji-paysen (from Futaba)Bonofa (by Jose) Phantom Heart Thieves Bludgeons
William (P5R) The Keeper of LustCuffy Villain (ATLUS Konishi Remix) Kouhei Shiota (scene plays) This world is so confused! The weak are left to fight for themselves, while the wrong adults get away with whatever they want! -Ruji Sakamoto, Personality 5 Ruji Sakamoto is a character from Persona 5. He's a student at Shujin Academy
and a former star who lives a double life as a phantom thief. Appearances are short, brown and dark brown. According to Sadayo Kawakami, his hair is naturally black. He has a noticeable widow's tip, and his eyebrows are unusual because he lacks the outside. He's proven muscular. He wears his winter school uniform a little modified. It
consists of a standard black blazer unbuttoned to reveal a yellow T-shirt with a comic book symbol and the word ZOMG!. He rolled up his pants to reveal his ankles. His trousers have black suspenders hanging instead of worn on his shoulders. He's got a white belt. His white sneakers have a rising motif on the flag. His summer school
uniform is the same as winter, except his yellow T-shirt has been replaced with a red, read NO MO RULES and he no longer wears his jacket. On his days in winter, he wore a purple hood with a red lining and the number '777' on the back, a black shirt with a yellow frown, dark trousers and yellow sneakers. In summer, he wears a yellow
tank top that read ON UR MARK!, with red shoe prints, kady shorts and blue sneakers. He wears a chain necklace and a white belt as accessories. During the third semester of Persona 5 Royal, Ryuji wore a light blue jacket over a red graffiti-design sweatshirt, a camouflage scarf with black pants and blue sneakers. At school he wears his
uniform the same, but with his trousers rolled up, a new red sweater with a black skull and the word NOBODY on the front under the jacket, a blue shirt and purple sneakers, his Thief outfit consists of a matching black jacket with elbow pads and what appears to be a metal spine attached to his back , trousers with kneepads and a double-
sided holster belt with ammunition on each side , red leg, combat combat boots, a pair of yellow gloves with metal knuckle protectors and a skull mask. Because of his injury, he walks and runs with a slight limp, and sometimes trips, if he re-educates himself. In Persona 5: Dancing in a Starry Light, he retains The Academy uniforms, in
addition to wearing a yellow shirt with a black X design and a red cropped scarf, and yellow and light blue sneakers with matching laces. He wears sunglasses on his head, a gold chain on his right wrist and a metal brace on his left wrist. Personality[edit | source edit] We'll catch all these nasty adults by surprise and we'll know each other
in the world! Ruji Sakamoto, Face 5 5 presents Ryuji Sakamoto Ryuji English trailer. Ryuji is known as a disruptive student at school whose bad behavior causes all sorts of problems for teachers. He is quite proud of his status as a self-proclaimed troublemaker, and his rebellious, mischievous and naughty nature are the perfect qualities
to be a Phantom Thief. Sometimes he can be vulgar and aggressive, as seen in his early interactions with Yusuke Kitagawa and Makoto Nijima. It is also quite short-lived, easily offended even by the smallest comments. This means that he will never resort to violence unless he is legally provoked. He is very blunt when it comes to
expressing his feelings, especially with regard to his hatred of his selfish adults and powerful figures who abuse their power. He is deeply empathetic when it comes to participating in others: simply listening to the protagonist's story of how he was arrested makes him extremely angry, and listening to Kamoshida's sexual abuse upsets him
a lot. Ryuji can be clumsy and overly energetic at times. He has a habit of screaming constantly, despite frequent warnings from Morgana to keep a voice, which usually leads to loud outbursts that often involve accidentally exposing himself and his friends as Phantom Robbers. This, combined with its frequent density, makes him seen as
one of his peers, Morgana in particular, and makes him some kind of comedic relief in different situations. Ryuji also sometimes has difficulty accepting blame for things, though he doesn't admit when he's guilty as much as he hates being held accountable for an incident when he thinks it's not the only problem, or if he was just out of the
group's control. Ryuji's academic abilities are starkly dubious at best and terrifying at worst, as he more often gets poor exam grades, usually by sleeping or refusing to study at all. In fact, his behavior, seemingly inanimable, is only a mechanism for dealing with the loss of his reputation for the tyranny of Kamoshida and his inability to
continue to become an athlete after the trauma he suffered in Kamoshida's hand. Deep down, he's a small, alt-right boy. He also revealed that his father was an alcoholic who beat him and his mother. then he leaves, so his mother is their family. When he told the group about after his conflict with Kamoshida, he was broken when he
admitted that after meeting with school authorities she apologized to him for being a single mother and not giving him a strong father figure in life. He even calls himself a bad son because he confuses his efforts to make things easier for his mother. He is friendly and on good terms with everyone in Phantom thies (despite frequent riding),
especially Anne, with whom he somewhat shares a love-hate relationship. Ryuji is very interested in the well-being of others around him, such as when he tries to help end the abuse of the volleyball team, even if he lets them beat him in an attempt to bring out their frustrations. He also has a strong sense of good and evil. When Morgana
warned him and the protagonist that stealing Kamoshida's treasure could lead to his death, Ryuji was shocked and reluctant to take that risk, believing that he and the protagonist, who secretly did what they wanted, would make them different from Kamoshida. He changed his mind after Shiho Suzuki's try, but even after that, he wondered
if it was really for the best. After a chance encounter with Masayoshi Shido, however, Ryuji came up with the idea to continue as the Phantom Robber to get rid of adults who have gone unpunished for so long and give courage to all who need it. Furthermore, Ryuji is a rather forgiving man, as is evident from his desire to help his former
team-mates in the team, although they see him as a traitor, as well as the first to forgive Makoto for being blackmailed by the team, even though he has matured by then. He even tells Tsuiko Ikanohara that someone treats you like a finger doesn't give you the right to do the same to them. Unfortunately, Ryuji was eventually caught off
guard by conspiracy theories. It's about the head after the Phantom is framed by Shido, which punishes him and is called for his past behavior. He is able to reconcile his weakness after talking to the protagonist and strives to become a better person after the protagonist makes him realize that he can still change as a person.  Hobby-wise,
besides being in the team at the racetrack, he also trains the muscles. He can drink a 500mL bottle of carbonated water at once, which he did as a training session during his road and field club days. When active, it can also make 1000mL bottles. He is often impatient and has a habit of pating the ground with his foot when he is bored,
and prefers to head to the point during conversations. He claims he never read, and his profile in the art books claims he only read manga. When it comes to food, he is particularly fond of the shoulders, to the extent that he is for the taste and texture of noodles. Although he is not a chef in any way, Ryuji shows some cooking skills as he
mentions a recipe that involves combining honey and chopped lemons as a way to restore endurance, something his mother taught him. Ryuji is also quite perverted; For example, he was one of the boys who joined Operation Maidwatch, which led to Sadayo Kawakami, his teacher in the room being called through the maid. This was
further reinforced later, he also stared at Anne in the Mona car as the group travelled through the desert to futaba's palace. When Anne confronts him later, he doesn't even try to deny it, saying it's a great sight. Edit Code]Edit Source] Persona 5[Edit Edit Source] Right to... What's going on, The Personality... That's great! Now that I have
that power, it's time for payback... - No, no, no, no, no, no, I'm going to go far... Captain Kidd! 5 Ryuji Sakamoto is a student of Shujin Academy and knows about An Takamaki from middle school, although they are not too familiar. Ryuji took money from Anne in middle school so she could buy stuffed dolphins for her mother from a school
trip, but never gave her back the money Anne held against him. He initially came from a household with an abusive father who eventually abandoned him and his mother. Later, Ryuji was given a great opportunity for his future and to ease his mother's burden by becoming a star athlete on the school team, where he managed to become
his leader and win fellow teammates TheOka, Takeshi and Ikeda Trust. The team is also at the forefront of Shužin's sports teams and one with the potential for going and international development. However, in the unknown time before the events of the game, Suguru Kamoshida entered the school and organized his tyranny against his
students. Ryuji's team is one of the reasons why Kamoshida wants Ryuji's team to be the only front-line team in the school, so he starts telling everyone at Shujin about Ryuji's parents. This led to Ryuji attacking Kamoshida in a fit of rage, only to break Ryuji's leg and justify it as self-defense. The conflict between Ryuji and Kamoshida
caused the team to disband, and the former members of his team, along with Kamoshida, described him as a traitor on the track because of his alleged violence against Kamoshida, which led to the team's release. Because the team has already been disbanded, they have also not been able to participate in the championship. Okaoka and
Takeshi also went to take him down as he led to the team's dissolution of the track, while Ikeda regretted not being able to stop Kamoshida as a senior, though he did not resent the previous two. First hest: Suguru editing by Ruji and the protagonist meet for the first time since Kamoshida Kamoshida by car. He calls him a pervert before
approaching the protagonist in a menacing mood when asked who Kamoshida is, afraid of him kicking him out. When he realized that the protagonist was probably a student for relocation, he explained that Kamoshida was a bully who thought he was the king of Shuzhin, which he perceived as a castle. Thanks to Ryuji, accidentally
entering the keywords Kamoshida, the Perverted Teacher and Castle in metavers the Navigator, he acts without seemingly any anomalies. However, when the duo landed on Shujin, they were horrified when they discovered their destination was a castle, not a school. As soon as they entered from the front door, they were blocked by
knights and trapped in a prison where Shado Kamoshida ordered them to be executed. Ryuji witnessed all the events in complete disbelief. He was almost killed, only to awaken the protagonist in his personality and defeat his knights. Ryuji struck Kamoshida when he then threatened the protagonist and sneaked out with him, locking the
cell door. The duo later confronted Morgana, a mysterious kitten as a creature, and freed him from a cage. With his guidance, they managed to escape from the castle. When the two collide with the real Kamoshida back at the school in the real world, however, the teacher has no idea what they are talking about. To make sure they were
dreaming or not, Ruggie suggested they go back to the palace using the Metavers Navigator, in which they succeeded. Personality 5 Ryuji awakening Ryuji and awakening the personality of Ryuji. The second time he visited the palace, Ryuji wanted to help the students trapped in the dungeon cells and Morgana took him there, but when
Morgana realized his intentions, he told him that the students were just knowledge, and his phone did not work at Metaverse, which prevented him from photographing students suffering from brutal training. So instead, Ryuji tries to remember the faces of cognitive athletes so he can interrogate them in the real world. As he tried to escape,
the party was blocked by Kamoshida at the entrance, and this time several shadows, which took the form of two-wheeled ones, effortlessly defeated the protagonist and Morgana. Shadows Kamoshida took the opportunity to reveal his plan for investing in his volleyball team and to admire and surrender from all the students of his school,
but Ryuji is a great threat to him that he attracts this attention. That's why he deliberately injured Ryuji's leg because he was trying to attack him and confront him because of the unfavorable rumors about his family, giving him an excuse to disband track's team and declare Ryuji a traitor. Kamoshida's true intent is to deeply root for Ryuji,
and his Shadow Sel calls him, becoming Captain Kidd and awakening his personality for revenge. Return the real world, Ryuji vows to expose the true nature of Kamoshida and becomes friends with the protagonist after they both trust each other's roots. Along with the main character, they try to get information about Kamoshida from
other students, but everyone is afraid to talk, even learn that teachers, parents and principals know but do not bother to talk to Kamoshida. Morgana, in the form of a cat, approaches the two boys, suggesting that they steal the source of Kamoshida's corrupt heart to get him to confess to his own crimes. However, when Morgana warned
them that there was a risk that the real Kamoshida would suffer from mental illness and die, Ruggie hesitated and asked for time to think. However, it wasn't long before Anne's boyfriend, Shiho Suzui, tried to kill himself on the school roof. When Ryuji and Yuk's protagonist Mishima heard that Kamoshida called Shio the day before, the two
realized that Kamoshida had sexually assaulted her. Ryuji angrily opposed Kamoshida for this, joining the protagonist and Mishima, leading to Kamoshida's decision to expel the three at the next board meeting. Finally, enough with Kamoshida, Ryuji and the protagonist agree with Morgana's proposal to steal the camoshida and get him to
confess to his crimes. They were later joined by Anne, who also wanted to expose Kamoshida after hearing everything from Shiho. To anger Shadow Kamoshida, once they almost reached the treasure, Ryuji made and attached a shake of school board cards under the name Phantom Heart Thieves, which is addressed to Kamoshida,
stating that he would soon confess to his crime. After Kamoshida confessed his crime to the entire student body, Ryuji, the protagonist and the expulsion of Mishima, was rescinded, much to their relief. As the case ended, Ryuji and the others decided to celebrate in an expensive restaurant, using the money they received after the sale of
The Camoshida's treasure. In the restaurant, Ryuji and the protagonist meet the same man who led to the protagonists of the exam. The man acted in an incredibly arrogant manner and did not remember the protagonist, only to get on Ryuji's nerves after one of his bodyguards rudely pushed them as they waited for the elevator. This
meeting led Ryuji to decide to continue working as Phantom Thieves to cleanse corruption from corrupt hearts of adults. The protagonist and Anne also agree with him, so they decide to form the phantom thieves in seriousness. Seventh hest: Masayoshi Shido[edit source] After phantom thieves successfully stole Shido's heart in his
palace, Shido in the real world took a drug given by the conspiracy as the latest attempt to kill the thieves by making his palace collapse. Unable to leave the palace, Ryuji decides to risk his life running towards the crane carrying a lifeboat to help the team While the thieves were able to on the lifeboat and escape, Ryuji still hangs on the
crane ladder and is unable to reach them in time before Shido's ship explodes, ostensibly like Ryuji with him, much to team's distress and grief. Back in the real world, the thieves managed to capture Shido's treasure (a pin of a legislator), but they have already lost a valuable member of their team. Although they silently mourn their friend,
Rüji surprisingly appears alive and kind (in fact, he was slammed out of the crumbling palace and landed on the grass afterwards), but much to the anger of the girls, accidentally destroying the moment by recklessly mocking Anen's crying, not knowing why his friends are sad. The girls beat Ryuji and left him near the diet building as the
team went to eat. Ryuji's role is about the same as at 5 and Royal, except that he and Yusuke also dated the protagonist at the Summer Fair on July 17. When reality came back [on New Year's Eve], Ryuji's leg never seemed to have been broken in the first place, and the track team functioned normally, taking the lead and becoming a
popular figure among other athletes. However, this is an alternative reality created by Takuto Maruki, who Ryuji said he wanted to rebuild the road team in a consultation session. In this reality, Kamoshida has never abused anyone, so he never broke Ryuji's leg or disbanded the team. Ryuji can meet near the shujin gates after the main
character and Akechi meets Maruki at his palace for the first time. After talking, he decided with the other thieves on January 9 to deny Maruki's reality, returning both the leg and the team to the track in the state they were in before. On the same day that the protagonist and Akeshi were almost defeated by the slum Kendrion, who attacked
them because of sumire yoshizawa's intense anguish and denial, Ryuji blocked the fatal attack for the two boys and the other Phantom Thieves who vowed to help the protagonist after being cornered for so long behind him - giving the group a much-needed boost in the numbers , allowing Kendrion to be defeated and Sumire to be saved.
If the protagonist has finished his trust, Ryuji will ask him to go to his room to talk. He fully apologises for going no doubt to Maruki's ideal reality, which gives him the promise that he will protect the protagonist from danger, whatever he did after the protagonist helps him cope with the camoshida and Yamauchi. He is punished by doing as
many squats as possible until the protagonist tells him to stop, telling him it's pointless. He then declared as he wanted to continue with his team's legacy and could indeed have a better life in maruki's reality, in his past The hatred of Kamoshida, who became an intruder, close to his expulsion and conflict with Nakaoka and Takeshi are still
part of it, and he cannot simply throw away that past. Realising this, Zanien This and Captain Kidd evolved into William. If the protagonist accepts any of Maruki's deals to re-write with his reality, Ryuji will be seen trying to swallow an entire echomak on February 3. On March 15, he will attend the graduation of Aru and Makoto. He was last
seen competing with his friends on the track team and then having fun at LeBlanc alongside the other former Phantom Thieves in the final card after the loan ended. After Maruki defeats and restores their original reality, Ryuji will reflect on the events that awakened and called a meeting with the Phantom Thieves and Sojiro in Leblanc a
few weeks after the protagonist's release from prison. Wanting everyone he had to listen to, Ruggie was the first of the group to announce that he planned to move in April to live closer to a physical rehabilitation facility to heal his leg to start competing again. After everyone revealed their own plans for the future, they agreed to stay
connected even after they split up. Some time after the group helped the protagonists avoid the government stalkers from following him on the day of his departure from Tokyo (with the help of the reformed Maruki, who works as a taxi driver), Ryuji returned to the shoe store he reviewed the day the protagonist faked his death, to buy a
new pair of sneakers, moving forward on his chosen path. Trust[edit source] To check his trusted options and dialogue skills, see Trustee/Ruji Sakamoto Acting as a phantom thief would be more effective alone. You could have done it that way... But you're not. There's merit in having collaborators... That's what you decided. Was I wrong?
— Sae Nijejima talks about Ryuji Sakamoto, Ruji Ryuji's relationship is automatically unlocked on April 12, but his first trusted ability is obtained only in rank 2. Maxie, this confidante makes Captain Kidd become a Zanien Tei and unlocks the merger of Chi T. Ryuji's follow-up attack, provided by trust rank 3, was highly countered for a
single goal that was a guaranteed critical hit. However, the great damage is mitigated by the fact that they only hit one goal. Ryuji instant Kill's ability, provided to trust rank 7, is triggered when the protagonist ambushes a Shadow group that consists of Shadows at least 10 levels lower than the protagonist. The battle is missed, winning the
main character free Persona based on possible enemies in this crowd, but also denies experience, money and objects. The protagonist will also not be able to receive if its stock is complete or if it holds a copy thereof. While this is convenient in retreat through earlier parts of Mementos, it is also not favorable for grinding. Unless the
protagonist was a grinder (especially by hunting Reaper), this ability should not be a problem in respectable palaces. Ryuji's confidant revolves around his determination to help rebuild the club after Kamoshida disbanded. One day, while training, he confronted Okaoka and Takeishi, who was still angry at Ryuji for getting into a fight with
Kamoshida. Rejected by their former teammates, they went to training at Protein Lovers, where they met with his alumni Ikeda, who joined the university football team, although Kamoshida had no intention of writing his letter of recommendation and used Ryuji punch Kamoshida as an excuse, while allowing the word to get away that the
team was recovering as Shujin's Volley team was in a turquoise Since the Whiphioda incident came to light, but learn that we learn that we learn that the team is recovering as Shujin's volleyball team has been in hold since the Whiphioda incident came to light, but learned that they learned that the team had returned as shujin's volleyball
team since the Whip incident came to light, but learned that they learned that the team had returned as a volleyball team. One of Kamoshida's supporters is the new coach, although there is no at-testing and violent alcoholism that raises Ryuji's concerns that the team will be doomed to repeat the same mistakes he made with Kamoshida.
While training one day, he embarked on Takeshi, accusing Kaoka of exposing his private life to Kamoshida in hopes of a scholarship and kicking Okaoka out of the team, while Okaoka admitted he was responsible for Ryuji's suffering. However, Ryuji knew that after all the suffering he had gone through, he would remain a obedient tool of
Kamoshida's false promises and made the determination to get the team to abandon Yamaguchi as coach by spying on him with the help of the protagonist. Eventually, he learns that Yamaguchi really doesn't care about the team and only wants the attention and fame, while the protagonist records his conversation a day in a restaurant.
There, he revealed his intentions to play the role of the sympathetic teacher who helped save the team after Kamoshida's actions and have a coach do the actual job while he reaped the rewards and secured the nackaka being kicked out of the team after informing mind tactician Kamoshida of his darkest secrets and using him as a
puppet to keep others in line. With the information recorded, Ryuji realized the importance of relying on others to succeed and decided to help the team face Yamaguchi. Faced with the incriminating truth, Takeshi and Okaoka reconciled with Ryuji, who how important it is to rely on each other and be independent of the demands of others.
Soon after the confrontation, Takeishi and the track team decided to practice without relying on Yamaguchi, taking part in the ITA to stop Yamaguchi and being able to re-hired the old coach. However, Ruggie refused to join the team and has come to learn the importance of relying on in times of need. Ruggie promises to help and give his
all as a Phantom Thief to the protagonist for everything he has done to support him. His new assignment makes Captain Kidd become the Zanien This. Ryuji's farewell gift after being pumped out is a sports watch, allowing Ryuji the ability to use Harisen Recovery from the beginning in New Game + once created. 5 Animation daily
breaks[edit | edit source] Right! We are phantom thieves on the side of justice. Why don't we show this gang of low-level crooks how much they've surpassed? — Ryuji Sakamoto, Persona 5 Animation Day Breakers Ryuji is seen for the first time on the subway with the main character, Morgana, Anne and Yusuke. They become their
Phantom Thief outfits and enter the mementos. After discussing with the group, Anne and Rüji spoke aloud in a restaurant and lured one of the members of the criminal gang to Café Leblanc. He later fought Kazuya Kamikami directly and changed his heart. Ryuji's role is the same as in the game. Face Q2: New Cinema Maze[source
editing] Ryuji and his team are stranded in a new world where they meet Kamoshidaman and powerful shadows known as F.O.Es. The phantom thieves retreat and retreat to the cinema, but Makoto Niizima and Haru Okuma are abandoned and captured. They eventually saved them with a new teammate, a girl from Persona 3 Portable.
As they continue to embark on the world of cinema, they meet with new allies: the investigative team and SEES. Ryuji learns to use unison attacks from completing the side quests he can use alongside Kanji Ttzumi by connecting them, Junpei Iori and Yosuke Hanamura through their mutual friendships with their respective leaders, and
Morgana, Anne Takamaki and Ken Amada by teaching the boy ways to be a phantom thief. Once the enemy is defeated, everyone returns to their own worlds. Their memories of the event have been erased. Ryuji was last seen at the cinema with his friends to watch the premiere of a new film. Personality 5 scramble: Phantom
Strikers[source edit] Ryuji is one of the members of the Phantom Thieves who return to Yongen Jaya for the summer vacation. He barely got past his last two terms with three failed subjects. It is unclear whether or not he moved from the events of the game. [code editing] Main article: Party/Ryuji Sakamoto Quotes[edit source] Persona
5[source edit] There's nothing wrong with doing the best to live. Of course it's a solo sport, but no one will run until they turn up unless they inspire their teammates who want to inspire. I guess what I really want to say is that you have to do things for people beyond yourself if you want to succeed. Edit Code] Hell... Screw Teacher. (The
first words after seeing Takamaki in Kamoshida's car and running during the rain closes to the Protagonist) You like it, you son of a bitch!? No, no, no, no, no, no, it's you... All you think about is using people... You're the real piece of, Kamoshida! Stop looking at me with that stupid smile on your face! (In case of awakening) Right on...
What's going on, The Personality... That's great! Now that I have that power, it's time for payback... Yo, I'm ready... Bring it! (I call Captain Kidd) Hello, uh. Are you sure it's him? Or you're just that self-conscious guy. (Let's talk to Anne to The Protagonist when the group meets an unforeseen stalker) But it's a perverse thing to do to a child if
everything is as it happened. (commenting on a mural in the palace of Futaba) Yes, yes, yes, pity about you - I have finished running away from my problems! (Maruki Telegraph traffic ban) Trustee: Heheh. I'm going to ruin your expectations! - I mean that in a good way! Now I'm just thinking about the future! That's what we're going to do -
we're going to build the future! We have to think positively, brother! Now that I'm thinking about it, to fit in is a real thorn in the side. I may have messed with Kamoshida then, but staying in the past won't help. I'm just going to focus on myself now... of freedom. Being free is like... It's like what I feel when I talk to you, man. They suffered
with me, kicked my teeth with me... ...and kicked me. Honestly, I think it was just for them, I managed to escape. So I can't just go and turn my back on them now, can I? (For your former team) Who do you live your life for? Your parents? Teachers? Society? Maybe you should stop trying to live for them and just try to live for yourself. (For
tray, tray) You know... It's not so scary not to have a place where you belong. That way you can be free. (Science) Wherever you decide, that's where you belong. But now I've realized... as long as I am myself, I will always have a place to fit in. Battle quotes: I'm all kicked out! -No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no Perrsonaa
(Summoning the Personality) Beat them up, the Personality! Captain Kidd! You're on it. / William! (Using the weakness of the enemy with the skill of persona) Let's go, Captain! (Using the weakness of the enemy with the skill of persona) Seytien TAYSAY! (Use the weakness of the enemy with the skill of persona) Lift them up William!
(Using the weakness of the enemy with the skill of persona) No, no, no, no, no, do not eat this! / They crashed! (Attacked with offensive skill) From you, man! (Use baton pass) Leave it to me. / Torgino in! (Getting Baton Pass) Hang on, Father! (Using a Harsen recovery) Don't just stand there! - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no or never, right? Right? Do you need help? (follow-up) I'll knock you out! (Launching a subsequent attack) I'm on it! (Launch a follow-up attack) Just stay there! - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, / No way! (When the enemy avoided his attack) I saw this! - No, no, no, no, no, / Try not to stop! (When Ryuji avoids the enemy's attack) I'm not afraid... (Ruggie's been inflicted with fear) Damn it, damn it. It's very stunning. (While dizzy) Sorry, I'm sorry. / Whew! [When someone
heals him] You use him! - That's it. / Here it is! (Healing or increasing ally statistics / Reduce enemy statistics) That's it! (inquisorable attack) All right, all right! It's time for pain! Let's tear them apart! (Launch all-out attack) And don't come back! (All output attack touch) Helmet (All output attack touch) That's all she wrote! (All way out attack
touch) It's time to go crazy! (Tactics changed to act freely) Beat them! (Tactics have changed to full attack) Stay away, huh? (The tactic has been changed to saving SP) To pretend to be safe. (Tactics have changed to healing/maintenance) You're the boss. (Tactics changed to direct command) Who's next!? (Battle results) Yes, yes, yes!
Very good place to stay! (Battle results) Ha! Losers (Battle Results) New move! What are you thinking? (Learning a new course) See this new skill! (Learning a new move) New move! (Learning a new move) You are wrong! You're... All you can think about is how to use people. You're the real piece of, Kamoshida! (We stood on
Kamoshida) This is my Personality! That's right! With such force... It's payback time, you son of a bitch! (I call Captain Kidd) You're wrong! You're the one to worry about. The only thing you cared about was using people. But I see you for the scum you really are, Kamoshida! (We're stuck on Kamoshida) I can get used to it! What's up,
Personality? And now that I have backup, why don't you come here... and tell me that in my face?! [I call Captain Kidd] Gallery[edit source] The visual visual poster and other characters appear the visually sought-after poster of Ryuji and Ryuji Sakamoto and Ryuji Sakamoto others by Shigenori Soejima Illustration by Shigenori Soejima
Illustration of the main members of Phantom Thieves of Hearts Illustration of the main members of Phantom Thieves of Hearts Illustration of the main members of Phantom Heart Thieves Illustration of the main members of Phantom Heart Thieves the protagonist, - No, no, no, no, no, Morgana and Yusuke by Rocuro Illustration of Ryuji,
the protagonist, and Anne by Shigenori Soima Illustration of the protagonist, Morgana, Ryuji and Anne Illustration of Ryuji and the others by Shigenori Sojima 5 Maniax User Manual Illustration of The Phantom Heart-breaker Ryuji in the opening scene of the film Ryuji in the early film Ryuji screams in pain, while unmasking persona Ryuji in
his thief uniforms The attack finishing touch Ryuji and the main character in their Persona 5 RoyalRyuji athletic outfit and Yusuke Ryuji's show and The Makoto Ryuji Show with the boys at the Ryuji Summer Festival with the Band of New Years Ryuji celebrate with Phantom Thieves Ryuji , the protagonist and Yusuke Ryuji and Yusuke in
Hawaii Ryuji and the main character Personality 5 Portraits Ryuji Sakamoto portrait of Ryuji skull without mask Ryuji summer school uniform Ruji Face 5 Royal Portrait Ryuji Grinninging (Original) Ryuji Scowling (Original) Ryuji Surprised (Original) Ryuji Defeated (Original) Ryuji Outdoor Winter Coat Ryuji's Indoor Winter Ryuji 5
(Manga)Ryuji in His Skull Suit Persona 5 Character Anthology by Persona Q : Side P4 Manga Author Mizunomoto Illustration of Ryuji for Volume 1 of Persona 5: Mission Illustration by Ryuji, Yusuke, Morrota and Ren for Chapter 7 of 5 Animation 5 Animation Animation 5 AnimationVisual Art by Ryuji Sakamoto Ryuji on DVD coverage of
P5A Volume 2 Ryuji on DVD for back coverage of P5A Volume 2 Concept Art by Ryuji Sakamoto Concept Art by Ryuji Smotoaka (2) Ryuyu Ji of P5A Artbook covers Ryuji in P5A Artbook (2) Ryuji in P5A Artbook (3) Ryuji in P5A Artbook (4) Ryuji as a mouse in P5A Artbook (2nd row) Ryuji in Persona 5 The animated meeting of atak 5 x
SHIBUYA109 artwork personality 5 Masquerade party event Ryuji and Anne in the March 2018 edition. by Newtip magazine Ryuji, Ren and Anne in the 2018 issue of Newtype 5 Magazine StageRyuji in the upper left corner of Personality 5 The Stage Cover 5 The Stage Volume 2 With Rüggi on the left Ryuji as Skull in Persona 5 Stage
Ryuji and Anne in Persona 5 The Stage Personality 5: Dancing in StarlightRyuji in Key Visual Art Face 5 Scramble: Phantom Raiders Ryuji Pre-Release Wallpapers (576x1024) Ryuji in the title screen Ryuji, the protagonist and Morgana meet shibuya prison Ryuji journey with phantom Thieves Ryuji hiding in the bushes with Phantom



Thieves Q2 : New cinema LabyrinthRyuji and Phantom Thieves in Mementos Ryuji in Kamoshidam Key Art Tribute ArtworksIllustration of Ryuji and his team from Akaume (PQ roundabout) Illustration of Ryuji, hero Morgana, Anne and Yusuke by Rocuro Saye illustration of by Yoko Nihonbashi (cartoonist of Miss Senghu Heaven and
Shoujo Fight) PERSONALITY 20th Anniversary Festival The Other Escape Room Key Visual Ryuji of Persora 'The Golden Best 5- Picaresque Mouse Phantom Thieves Videos[20th Anniversary edit | source edit] 5th persona of Ryuji Trailer [in English] Max Gietelman interview to play 5 trailers of Ryuji's (Japanese) Ryuji's Persona 5 :
Dancing in a Caravan starring Ryuji Q2 : New Trailer for Movie Maze (Japanese) Ryuji, Royal Trailer (Japanese) Ryuji's Persona 5 Scramble: The Trailer for Phantom Stryker (Japanese) Etymology[edit] Ryuji's name (Editing) which is supported by his trusted subplin, which is one of the allusions to the blade incident in Iguchi (保保保刃傷
件?): Lower samurai Toranoshin Ikda (池寅進) was killed by a higher samurai for the possible shoulder injury. Ikeda quickly arrived at the scene and killed the two superiors for revenge. This serial killer fuelled tensions between the lower and higher samurai the next day. Sakamoto as a fellow lower samurai helped with mediation, but
things settled after Ikeda committed an honorary suicide by seduku and confiscating the salaries of the families of Ikeda and his brother, while the families of the superiors received almost no punishment for the original murder. Unequal treatments led to the desertion of many lower samurai, including Sakamoto and his later comrade
Shintaro Nakaoka (保保 慎郎) by their serving clans, who were frustrated by the suppression of their higher cushions. In other languages[edit] Language titles English Ryuji Sakamoto Skull Japanese ⻯保 (Sakamoto Ryūji) 保保 (Sukaru) Korean카保토 류保 (Sakamoto Ryuji) 保컬 (Seukeol) traditional Chinese Bǎnběn Lóngsī) SKULL
Trivia[edit source] In the Japanese version, The skull self-proclaimed Captain Kiricomi of the Phantom of thieves (怪盗団切込0000, Kaito-dan no kiycomi taicho)? which freely means captain of an attack or Captain Fooudi (which may be an intentional double entend. ) Captain Kiricomi is a reference to the captain's cards from U-Gi-O!
Series. Kicomi refers precisely to the preserved slices of hokkaido regional cuisine. Later that period, he was on loan to a naval board in a battle between ships and ships, referring to the grappling hooks to close the distance between ships. The official translation in the game is the head of the prosecution. According to an interview with
the Royal Guide Official Persona 5, the Oregon one-handed rescue of the protagonist and Akeshi from Cendrillon's latest attack was added very late in development. The manufacturer noted how design teams begged him to Add it to the scene, and when he plays it for himself, he is shocked by how cool Ruggie looked at her. Ryuji's
civilian shoes are censored in Chinese and Korean versions of the game due to the presence of the flag of the rising sun. [1] The symbol was a sensitive issue in many other Asian countries when they suffered from the Japanese invasion during World War II. Atul took it out of courtesy when the matter was raised. The rising symbol of the
sun on Ryuji's shoes is also removed from the official artistic work used for his spirit in all versions of Super Smashes. Ultimate. Just as with Makoto Niijima and Goro Akechi before, the official Twitter account for the Persona series posted a happy birthday message for Ryuji on July 3, 2017 JST. Listed on the same Twitter account, Ryuji's
birthday is on Wave Day (保保保*)?, Japanese anniversary. The origin of Wave Day comes from the pronunciation of numbers, combined with the pronunciation of wool (保保*)?, forming 7/3. (な (7) み (3)) [6] Only in the English version, after escaping from the palace of Kaneshiro Ryuji commented in the group messages of the band I am
Phantom, on a steel horse I ride. It's a reference to Wanted Dead or Alive by Bon Jovi from the 1986 album Slippery When Wet, to which Makoto continues with a constant reference, declaring that she is not wanted. In the Japanese version, this conversation is completely different, with Ryuji saying he wanted to drive a stolen motorbike
and Makoto immediately denying it was stolen from elsewhere. Appearances in other media[edit] Title Details For External Relations Cooperation Event* *Skull, Warrior Class, January 4, 2017 - January 31, 2017. Article in Chain Chronicle Wiki super smash Bros. Last cameo during the finale of Joker's Smash and MementosPrimary Spirit
(Advanced Class, Shield Type) Part of prankster DLC: April 17, 2019 article in SmashWiki Granblue Fantasy Event* Skull, NPC. 18 June 2018 - 29 June 2018[7] Article in Granblue Fantasy Wiki BlazBlue: Cross Tag Battle * Color Swap for Yosuke Hanamura * 31 May 2018 (Japan)* June 5, 2018 (North America)* June 22, 2018 (Europe)
Puyo Puyo Puyo!! Quest Collaboration event for persona Q2: New Movie Maze* Attack Type, 6-star December 3rd, 2018 at Puyo Nexus Katherine: Full Body DLC*NPC* February 14, 2019 (Japan)* September 3, 2019 (Western Countries &amp;Europe Kilowatt RPG Collaboration Event*Ryuji (Kotoda Man); Normal (5-star), Phantom Thief
(6-star) March 5, 2019 - March 28, 2019[9] Identity V First Collaboration Event * Ryuuji Sakamoto &amp; SKULL Skins for the Future * August 8, 2019 - August 29, 2019 Sword Art Online: Memory Defragmentation Event* Skull, Strike Type, Light Element, 6-Star February 17, 2020 - March 10, 2020[2020] Sword Art Online: Integral Factor
Collaboration Event* Skull, NPCSkull outfit Avatar Skull Skin for Eugeo February 28, 2020 - March 10, 2020 Another Paradise Joint * Playful Character November 23, 2020 [12] Article in another Edenic Wiki Chain ChronicleSkull in Chain Chronice Chronicle Super Clash Bros. Ultimate BlazBlue: Cross Tag BattleYosuke in BlazBlue: Cross
Tag Granblue FantasySkull with thievesy in GranBlue Fantasy Skull Finishing Touch in Granblue Fantasy Skull Default Portraits for Granblue Fantasy Kyoto Kotoba RPGRyuji in Kyoutou Kotoba RPG Skull in Kyoto Kotoba RPG Identity VRyuji Concept Art In Identity V Skull Concept Art in Identity V VIllation of Phantom Thieves as part of
2nd Identity V Event Collaboration Sword Art Online: Memory DefragSlcul in Sword Art Online: Memory Defragm Sword Art Online: Integral FactorS in Sword Art Online: Integral Factor Eugeo Dressed as a Skull in Sword Art Online : Integral factor Another Paradise otherPersona 5, in collaboration with Sanrio references[edit source] ↑
Today, July 3, is the birthday of Ryuji Sakamoto, the cut captain of our monster thief! He's lying, happy birthday! #P5R #ペルソナ5 @p_kouhou (July 3, 2017) ↑ Today, July 3, is the birthday of Skull And Luge, cutmaster of monster thief! Hugh! Congratulations!! #ペルソナ5 #p5a #坂本⻯司 @p_kouhou (Jul 3, 2018) July 3rd is the birthday
of July 3! Waggahai will put a lot of red ginger on the bowl of beef! Do not hesitate to eat! #ペルソナ5 #坂本⻯司 @p_kouhou (July 3, 2019) ↑ [ July 3rd is Mami Day (Wave) ! ... Instead, the skull of the rebellion is a trademark, cut captain of monster thief, skull, #坂本⻯司's birthday! Happy birthday, Ryuji, I'il be yorosic from now on! 5 #P5R
#P5S] @p_kouhou (July 3, 2020) ↑ Personality 5 Royal height chart ↑ Let me think of it, today 7/3 is also a day of waves. I'il congratulate you in the future! #ペルソナ5 #坂本⻯司, @p_kouhou (July 3, 2017) ↑ Persona 5 Granblya Fantasy Wiki. ^ Persona 3, 4, 5 Modular stage Voting results, Persona Q2 Line Brands posted, Persona Q2 x
Puyo Puyo Puyo!! Search collaboration. Persona Central (Regy, November 24, 2018) ↑ 5 x Kyoutou Kotoba RPG: Kotodaman Collagen Ltd., launched on March 5, 2019. Persona Central (Regy, March 4, 2019) ↑ 5 x Identity V Collaboration starts on August 8, 2019. Persona Central (Reggae, August 5, 2019) ↑ 5 Royal x Sword Art Online:
Memory Defragmentation Collaboration to launch on February 17, 2020. Central (Reggi, 13 February 2020) Bound Willy and the Hollow Promises of Puppet Theatre, vows and rings. Another wiki paradise. Wiki.
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